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All this bullshit about not bringing guns to D.C. needs to stop. This is America. Fuck D.C. it's in the Constitution.
Bring your goddamn guns.
posted 10 hours ago by weholdthesetruths +3858 / -7

Seriously, all this bullshit about not bringing your guns cause gUnS aRe IlLeGaL tHeRe is killing my freedom
boner. If we all bring our fucking guns there's not one fucking thing they can or will dare to do. THAT'S WHY
YOU OWN A FUCKING GUN! TO STOP UNCONSTITUTIONAL TYRANNY.

Jesus Christ I can't believe I even have to say this here. Grow some fucking balls. Are we Americans or not?

Seriously, all this bullshit about not bringing your guns cause gUnS aRe IlLeGaL tHeRe is killing my freedom
boner. If we all bring our fucking guns there's not one fucking thing they can or will dare to do. THAT'S WHY
YOU OWN A FUCKING GUN! TO STOP UNCONSTITUTIONAL TYRANNY. Jesus Christ I can't believe I
even have to say this here. Grow some fucking balls. Are we Americans or not?
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– BlackJack 15 points 9 hours ago +15 / -0

Not following laws makes it so they won't represent you in court or pay your fees. It's in the contracts.
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– Wtf_socialismreally 8 points 9 hours ago +8 / -0

Which is a pussy move in this specific case
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Welcome to The Donald!

Welcome to the forum of choice for The President of The United States, Donald Trump!

Be advised this forum is for serious supporters of President Trump. We have discussions, memes,
AMAs, and more. We are not politically correct.

Our Rules

Trump Supporters

Our community is a high-energy rally for supporters of President Trump.

High Energy

No forum sliding, consensus cracking, topic dilution, etc.

No Racism

No racism, including slurs, non-factual content, and general unfounded bigotry.

No Doxing

No doxxing of yourself or others, including revealing PII of non-public figures, as well as addresses,
phone numbers, etc. of public figures.

Follow the Law

No posts or comments that violate laws in your jurisdiction or the United States.
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